Uniform PEGylated PLGA Microcapsules with Embedded Fe3O4 Nanoparticles for US/MR Dual-Modality Imaging.
Well-designed agents for enhanced multimodal imaging have attracted great interests in recent years. In this work, we adopted a premix membrane emulsification (PME) method to prepare uniform PEGylated poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) microcapsules (MCs) with superparamagnetic Fe3O4 nanoparticles (NPs) embedded in the shell (Fe3O4@PEG-PLGA MCs) for ultrasound (US)/magnetic resonance (MR) bimodal imaging. Compared to Fe3O4@PLGA MCs without PEGylation, Fe3O4@PEG-PLGA MCs could more stably and homogeneously disperse in physiological solutions. In vitro and in vivo trials demonstrated that Fe3O4@PEG-PLGA MCs (∼3.7 μm) with very narrow size distribution (PDI=0.03) could function as efficient dual-modality contrast agents to simultaneously enhance US and MR imaging performance greatly. In vitro cell toxicity and careful histological examinations illustrated no appreciable cytotoxicity and embolism of Fe3O4@PEG-PLGA MCs to mice even at high dose. The uniform composite MCs developed here can act as clinical bimodal contrast agents to improve hybrid US/MR imaging contrast, which is promising for accurate diagnosis and real-time monitoring of difficult and complicated diseases.